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Chapter 801: Hidden Rules 

 

* * 

On the other side, after Xiao Shu said goodbye to Yu Huang, he didn’t walk towards the end of the plate. 

Instead, he returned to the mountain peak where the Black Shark Bird was resting. 

At this moment, the Black Shark Birds living on the cliff realized that there was one bird baby missing. 

The mother birds were in a riot. Because Xiao Shu wasn’t injured and didn’t bleed, the mother birds 

didn’t smell any strangers. 

Unable to find the whereabouts of the bird thief, the bird mother was very anxious and became 

irritable. She lost her temper at the cowardly male birds beside the bird nest. 

A bird mother cursed in bird language, “Useless thing, not only can’t you give birth, but you’re also lazy. I 

told you to take good care of the child at night, but you dozed off! Now that the child has died, you’ll die 

with him!” After cursing, the bird mother roared and rushed towards the bird father. She actually bit the 

bird father’s neck with her sharp beak. Then, she threw the bird father to the ground. 

The bird was thrown to the ground. It opened its mouth uncontrollably and let out a shrill cry of pain. 

If Yu Huang was here, she would realize that the male bird didn’t have sharp teeth in its mouth. 

The female bird, who had sharp teeth in her mouth and was born to be good at flying and fighting, 

became the main fighting force of the Black Shark Birds. The strong were respected. Among the Black 

Shark Birds, male birds were only useful for warming beds and mating. And the bird father, who was 

supposed to take care of the children last night, was attacked by the bird mother because of his 

negligence. No clansmen stood up to help him. 

In fact, the bird mother, who had lost her child, even rushed up bravely. She opened her sharp teeth and 

bit the bird father’s neck until it was riddled with holes. Then, she pushed the bird father off the cliff! 

“Hiss!” 

The bird father’s let out a tragic cry as he fell down the cliff before slamming into the ground. 

The group of parasitic crabs under the cliff smelled fresh blood and swarmed towards the bird father. 

The reason these parasitic crabs were stationed under the cliff over the long term was because the 

corpse of a delicious and huge male bird would appear every few days. 

Xiao Shu was lying on a concave rock by the cliff. He witnessed the scene of the bird father being thrown 

off the cliff by the bird mother and could not help but smile. “What a heartless bird. Rong’er is the best.” 

Xiao Shu waited quietly until the sun set and the moon rose into the sky before flying up the cliff. 

Even though a bird baby had just been stolen last night, these young birds would still gather at night and 

play with each other. 

However, the Black Shark Birds sent a few female birds on duty tonight. 



Xiao Shu counted five in total. 

He returned to the bottom of the cliff and hid in the crack to cook. When it was almost dawn, Xiao Shu 

flew to the edge of the cliff again and sprinkled some rice on the places where the young birds often 

played. Then, he returned to the cliff. 

The plate where the Black Shark Birds lived was isolated by the sea, and there was a mysterious 

magnetic field in the sea. Only the Black Shark Birds could fly past that sea and go to other plates. On 

this plate, the Black Shark Birds were the strongest. Apart from them, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast and the 

Terrestrial Alligator were also very powerful. 

Whether it was the One-Eyed Wolf Beast or the Terrestrial Alligator, they all knew how to climb rocks. 

Therefore, the Black Shark Birds placed their most precious bird babies on the grassland by the cliff to 

play. 

In their opinion, the cliff was the safest place. 

It had been more than three thousand years since an intruder had entered the Kunlun Mystic Realm. 

Therefore, the living Black Shark Birds didn’t know about the existence of humans at all. Naturally, no 

one would expect that the disappearance of the bird baby wasn’t caused by the Terrestrial Alligators or 

the One-Eyed Wolf Beasts, but by Xiao Shu, an intruder. 

The next night, the bird mothers were still cautiously guarding the entrance of the tribe to prevent 

beasts from stealing the bird babies. The female birds accompanied the children to play games by the 

cliff. 

Suddenly, a bird baby discovered rice grains all over the ground where it often rolled. 

The bird baby cried out and lowered its head to eat. 

When the bird fathers heard the bird babies’ cries, they also ran over in a swarm. Although this group of 

bird fathers was tall and strong, as the weaker party in the group, they could only eat the food that their 

spouses and children had finished. They might not be able to eat such delicious rice grains in their entire 

lives. 

Every year, only in the middle of summer would the bird mothers take the trouble to fly to other plates 

to bring back some rice for the bird babies to eat. 

The last time the bird fathers ate such a good thing was when they were cubs. 

Upon discovering the delicious rice grains, the bird fathers turned around and stole a glance at the 

mothers. Seeing that the mothers were not paying attention, they actually selfishly pulled all the baby 

birds away and threw them to the side while they laid beside the pile of rice and pecked wildly. 

Xiao Shu saw this scene. A smug smile appeared on his lips. 

What a group of silly birds. Ten thousand years had passed, but they were still as bad as before. 

After eating Xiao Shu’s poisonous food, the birds actually fainted and fell to the ground. After confirming 

that the stupid birds had fainted, Xiao Shu walked out of the darkness. 



The bird babies were shocked to see Xiao Shu. 

They had only seen the Black Shark Bird, the Terrestrial Alligator, and the One-Eyed Wolf Beast since 

they were born. This was the first time they had seen a creature like Xiao Shu, so they were naturally 

curious. 

What kind of demon beast was this? 

Two-legged beast? 

It looked so weak, so… delicious! 

However, Xiao Shu, who was judged to be ‘weak and delicious’ by the Black Shark Birds, actually carried 

away the strongest bird on the ground. It had passed on the most outstanding genes to several children. 

Xiao Shu carried the bird and flew down the cliff. 

The cubs were dumbfounded. 

This was the first time they had seen someone who didn’t steal bird babies and only stole bird fathers! 

The cubs came back to their senses and immediately spread their wings to run in the direction of the 

bird mother. As they ran, they shouted in their language, “Mom! Daddy was stolen by a monster!” 

Xiao Shu carried it all the way to a river. He placed a bottle with a special fragrance in front of the bird 

father. The bird father smelled the fragrance and woke up slowly. When he opened his eyes and saw a 

strange-looking person, the bird father immediately let out a roar. 

Xiao Shu roughly lifted bird father’s head and pressed his forehead against his. He forcefully formed a 

soul contract with bird father and turned around to sit on it. He ordered it to carry him across the sea to 

another plate. 

Xiao Shu stared at the blue sea below and felt that he had forgotten something. 

He thought for a moment before remembering what he had forgotten. 

He seemed to have forgotten to tell Yu Huang that there was a special magnetic field hidden between 

every plate. Only by successfully subduing the strongest demon beast on that plate could one leave this 

plate with the help of that demon beast and go to another plate. 

It was said that as long as the Kunlun Sect disciples could successfully subdue the strongest demon beast 

on the plate they would land on, they could pass the test and become the successor. 

Presumably, a smart person like Yu Huang should be able to discover this hidden rule. 

Chapter 802: Killing Each Other 

 

Yu Huang, who Xiao Shu thought was smart and intelligent, was sitting by the shore with a numb 

expression. 



She sat on the shore, and the sea rabbit that wanted to eat her would jump out of the sea to peek at her 

from time to time, as if it was sizing up what kind of species Yu Huang was and why it had never seen 

her before. The sea rabbit didn’t know if she was delicious or how to eat her. 

When Yu Huang saw the comical appearance of the sea rabbit, she could not help but wonder what kind 

of desperate situation Xiao Shu was in back then to eat a sea rabbit. Was he hungry and had nothing to 

eat? 

Yu Huang felt disgusted just by looking at such an ugly thing, let alone eating it. 

The sea rabbit saw that Yu Huang had been sitting by the shore in a daze without moving. Only her two 

eyes occasionally darted around. It felt that Yu Huang wasn’t very smart and immediately lost interest in 

her. It turned around and wandered away. 

After night fell, Yu Huang stared at the three crescent moons in the sky and suddenly stood up. She 

wanted to try and see if she could use spiritual power and psychic power at night. Yu Huang separated 

strands of psychic power from between her eyebrows and controlled it to extend towards the sky above 

the sea. 

However, just as her psychic power rose to the sky above the sea, it was grabbed by an invisible 

magnetic force and disappeared completely. 

Yu Huang gritted her teeth and released her spiritual power again. 

However, this time, her spiritual power was restricted by the magnetic force again. 

Yu Huang stared at the deep sea in front of her with an unfathomable expression. She didn’t understand 

what that mysterious power was. 

She took out the map she had copied from Xiao Shu again and stared at the sea that divided the five 

major plates on the map while thinking about the use of this sea. 

This was a small world created by the Kunlun Divine Master. This small world must have grown 

according to the aesthetics or requirements of the Kunlun Divine Master. Why did the Kunlun Divine 

Master let his small world grow to this state? Why did this sea surround every continent? 

Yu Huang picked up a tree branch and drew the map of the Kunlun Mystic Realm on the beach again. 

She first drew five plates, then added water ripple-shaped patterns in the middle of the plates. These 

patterns were like the sea. 

Yu Huang stared at the picture and couldn’t help but think, “Why would the Kunlun Divine Master use 

the sea to separate the plates? 

Yu Huang thought of something and her eyes suddenly lit up. 

Isolation! 

That’s right, isolation! 

The Kunlun Divine Master mainly cultivated the Dao of Slaughter. Although these demon beasts in the 

Kunlun Mystic Realm were powerful and strange, in the end, they were just prey reared here by the 



Kunlun Divine Master. It was just like how ordinary people raised cats, rats, and chickens. In order to 

prevent various species from harming and eating each other, they had to be separated to ensure that 

they could reproduce normally! 

If the purpose of this sea was isolation, it could prevent creatures of different attributes from killing 

each other. 

This way, the creatures on every plate could reproduce and strengthen without any worries. 

However, Yu Huang felt that something was wrong. 

She carefully organized her thoughts and discovered the contradiction. The Kunlun Divine Master 

majored in the Dao of Slaughter. He was definitely not a benevolent priest. A person like him would not 

have isolated the animals between the plates to protect them, but to let them kill each other. 

Kill each other! 

Yu Huang suddenly stood up and looked at the forest and mountains in front of her in surprise. 

Was it possible that the reason these plates were isolated by the sea was to prevent the plates from 

connecting and prevent the demon beasts from escaping from the plates where they lived? The reason 

they were blocked in their respective plates was to let them kill each other! 

Only demon beasts that had experienced countless battles could become ferocious and evil demon 

beasts! 

And this matched the ways of the Dao of Slaughter! 

Yu Huang stared at the map under her. There were many demon beasts living in this section, but only 

the Black Shark Bird, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast, and the terrestrial crocodile had their identities marked 

by Xiao Shu. Although she didn’t know what the Kunlun Divine Master wanted to do by putting these 

demon beasts together, there was definitely competition between these three demon beasts. 

She wondered if these native demon beasts had a way to swim across this sea. 

In order to verify it, Yu Huang decided to return to the forest and interact with the local residents. 

Originally, she came to the Kunlun Mystic Realm to train, not to travel. Since she was here, she had to 

meet the local residents. 

After making up her mind, Yu Huang had a pillar of support. 

Without hesitation, she walked deeper into the forest. 

According to Xiao Shu, ten thousand years ago, the Black Shark Bird was the most powerful demon beast 

in this continent. It was unknown if the situation changed ten thousand years later, but Yu Huang 

planned to meet the smallest and weakest One-Eyed Wolf Beast first. 

Wolves liked to live in grasslands and forests. Yu Huang activated her psychic power and searched for 

traces of the One-Eyed Wolf Beast while walking deeper into the forest. Along the way, she also 

encountered some other demon beasts. They were all demon beasts that grew at will. For example, the 



first demon beast she encountered was a big ape with an especially big stomach that looked like it was 

pregnant with twins. 

This was the first time Yu Huang had seen a female ape with such a big stomach. She was curious about 

how many babies this female ape had. In the end, the demon beast sensed an unfamiliar aura 

approaching. It turned its head warily and looked at Yu Huang. After Yu Huang saw the testicle between 

the big ape’s legs, her expression instantly became strange. 

It was a male ape. 

Then the thing in its stomach was… 

Just as Yu Huang was feeling puzzled, the big ape suddenly opened its mouth and spat out a pile of 

disgusting things at her. 

Yu Huang immediately flew back and looked over. Only then did she realize that a large pool of 

disgusting-looking juice had fallen from where she was standing. The vegetation on the ground was 

instantly corroded the moment it touched the juice. 

There was actually highly corrosive sulfuric acid hidden in the ape’s stomach! 

Yu Huang stared at the big ape’s stomach playfully. She was extremely curious about the ape’s body. 

What was this thing made of? It could actually produce sulfuric acid. She wondered what would happen 

to those the Black Shark Birds if she splashed the sulfuric acid in its stomach on them. 

Yu Huang instantly became extremely curious about this big ape. 

Without another word, she immediately activated her spiritual power to summon Xuan Yu. Then, she 

used her psychic power as an arrow and threw the Blazing Moon Art at the big ape. 

The big ape was clearly not a demon beast that was good at fighting. After millions of years of evolution, 

they had evolved a special body structure that could produce sulfuric acid to prevent themselves from 

being devoured by other demon beasts. Almost all the demon beasts on this plate knew the existence of 

this kind of big ape. It wasn’t because they were powerful, but because there was a terrifying liquid in 

their stomachs. If they ate them, they would be instantly corroded by that liquid. 

Because of this, the weakest big ape became the most common low-level demon beast on this 

continent. 

Therefore, in the face of Yu Huang’s attack, other than spraying sulfuric acid at her, the big ape actually 

had no strength to counterattack. Yu Huang only used one move to subdue the big ape. She tied the big 

ape up, but felt that it was too unsightly to be naked, so she couldn’t help but throw a dress at it. 

That dress was something Yu Feng had yet to wear. The design was very loose. It was made of silk and 

was a light pink color. 

After the ape put on its clothes, it actually stopped struggling and even looked at Yu Huang gratefully. 

Apes were an extremely close species to humans. Their eyes were like humans’ and were filled with 

emotions. Yu Huang understood the gratitude in the ape’s eyes and was momentarily stunned. 



Was this creature stupid? 

It had already been tied up by her, but it was still looking at her gratefully. Was it dumb? 

The ape clearly liked the clothes on its body very much. When it was dragged forward by Yu Huang, it 

was still constantly sniffing the clothes on its body, as if it was extremely happy and satisfied that it 

obtained a piece of clothing. Yu Huang occasionally turned back to glance at the ape and saw it looking 

at her with grateful eyes. She thought to herself, “The demon beasts on this continent are all abnormal.” 

There was the Black Shark Bird that used its spouse as a scapegoat, and a stupid ape that was grateful 

for a piece of clothing. 

Chapter 803: Qualified Bait 

 

After walking for another day, Yu Huang finally sensed the One-Eyed Wolf Beast with her psychic power. 

She felt that it should be a One-Eyed Wolf Beast. 

In the map drawn by Xiao Shu, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast not only had six legs, but it also had a tail that 

was like a pine tree. It didn’t look like a wolf at all, but more like a lazy kitten. This cat only had one eye. 

However, when Yu Huang sneaked into the domain where the One-Eyed Wolf Beast lived and saw its 

true appearance, she was instantly shocked. 

It wasn’t like a kitten, but like an elephant! 

It had the appearance of a kitten, but its six legs were as thick as stone pillars, and its body was as huge 

as an elephant. The fur on its body wasn’t soft wolf fur, but hard iron spikes! Its tail was like an umbrella, 

and the spikes on its tail stood up at all times. Wherever it passed, everything it touched was cut apart, 

leaving countless scratches. 

In the territory where the One-Eyed Wolf Beast lived, there were many scratches on the rocks and tree 

trunks. 

Yu Huang squatted on an ancient tree and stared blankly at the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. She once again 

cursed Xiao Shu for being unreliable. 

How did he draw this thing into a cute kitten? 

He even misled her into thinking that the One-Eyed Wolf was small and easy to deal with. 

From the looks of it, this thing was simply a colossus. It looked like it was even stronger than the Black 

Shark Bird. 

However, One-Eyed Wolf Beasts also had their dignity. Perhaps they were powerful enough, or perhaps 

they were solitary by nature. They didn’t live in groups like other wolves, but lived alone. 

A pack of wolves was difficult to deal with. Lone wolves were easier to deal with. 



After making up her mind, Yu Huang summoned the ape from her storage device. The ape appeared on 

the tree trunk beside Yu Huang. The moment it saw the One-Eyed Wolf Beast that was emitting a 

domineering aura in the distance, it covered its mouth tightly, as if it was afraid of alarming it. 

Yu Huang used a dagger to cut the ape’s finger and formed a Blood Pact with it. Only then did she untie 

the rope on the ape’s body. 

The ape actually wasn’t angry after being forced to form a Blood Pact. After it obtained freedom, its first 

reaction wasn’t to attack Yu Huang or turn around to escape. Instead, it stroked the pink dress on its 

body lovingly with eyes filled with love. 

It could be seen that this ape liked flowery dresses very much. 

Yu Huang couldn’t help but laugh. Then, she took out a long blue dress and said to the ape, “Help me do 

something. If you do it well, I’ll give you another dress.” 

The ape didn’t understand Yu Huang’s words, but when it saw the dress in Yu Huang’s hand, it revealed 

a greedy and eager gaze. It reached out to snatch Yu Huang’s dress, and Yu Huang immediately flew to 

another tree branch. She stared at the fierce-looking ape and realized that this thing couldn’t be 

communicated with at all, so she tried to use mental control over it. 

After the ape received Yu Huang’s mental control, it subconsciously wanted to resist. However, Yu 

Huang narrowed her eyes slightly and made it feel pain. The ape hugged its head and fell from the tree 

branch. It laid on the ground and struggled in pain. 

Only after the ape foamed at the mouth did Yu Huang jump down from the tree branch and come to the 

front of the ape. She looked at it arrogantly and sternly while asking if it was ready to submit to her. 

The ape had just experienced heart-wrenching pain. At this moment, it no longer dared to 

underestimate Yu Huang. 

It realized that Yu Huang controlled its life, so it could only climb up unwillingly. It glared at Yu Huang 

before running towards the One-Eyed Wolf Beast in the distance. 

Yu Huang didn’t want it to do anything else. She only wanted it to attract the attention of the One-Eyed 

Wolf Beast so that she could test its strength. 

The ape ran all the way to the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. Soon, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast sensed that an 

unfamiliar demon beast with ulterior motives had appeared in its territory. It, who was enjoying a 

delicious breakfast, suddenly turned around and ran towards the ape. 

Yu Huang hid in the dark and quietly watched this scene. 

Finally, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast and the ape met. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast was aggressive, but when it saw that the invader was the weakest and most 

troublesome ape on this land, it immediately lost interest and roared at it twice to chase it away. 

The apes were all timid cowards. Usually, when the One-Eyed Wolf Beast roared, these cowards would 

turn around and escape. 



However, today, this ape was acting very strange. It was clearly so afraid that its legs were trembling, 

but it stood rooted to the ground. It even… even hammered its stomach hard and spat out a mouthful of 

strong sulfuric acid at the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast wasn’t hurt by the ape. 

Although the sulfuric acid was corrosive, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast was even faster. 

In the blink of an eye, it teleported tens of meters away. It stared at the place where it had been 

standing earlier and saw a pool of thick sulfuric acid lying there. The flowers and trees on the ground 

had been corroded by the ape with sulfuric acid. It was instantly enraged. 

Damn! 

How dare a weak ape come to his territory to provoke it?! 

This was intolerable. Even if this thing wasn’t delicious, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast would keep it here 

forever. 

After the ape saw the boundless killing intent in the One-Eyed Wolf Beast’s eyes, it turned around to 

escape. However, Yu Huang gave it a new order at this moment. She ordered the ape to stand on the 

spot and fight the One-Eyed Wolf Beast! 

The ape wanted to cry. 

It was the weakest fellow on this land, and the One-Eyed Wolf Beast was one of the three publicly 

acknowledged experts on this continent. How could it have the guts to provoke the One-Eyed Wolf 

Beast?! 

However, the ape was unable to disobey Yu Huang’s orders at all. It braced itself and hammered its 

round stomach again before taking the lead to spit another mouthful of sulfuric acid at the One-Eyed 

Wolf Beast. 

Before the One-Eyed Wolf Beast could attack, it was ambushed by the ape again. It was completely 

enraged. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast suddenly roared— 

“Meow!” 

Yu Huang was stunned when she heard this soft meow. 

This… 

She suddenly understood why Xiao Shu drew this demon beast into a cat. 

However, although the One-Eyed Wolf Beast’s cry was weak, when it circulated its demonic power, the 

iron spikes all over its body suddenly left its body and formed a huge meteor hammer in the sky before 

mercilessly smashing down on the ape. When the meteor hammer appeared, the sky suddenly 

darkened. 

The meteor hammer was a lethal scythe in the darkness as it headed straight for the ape. 



The ape covered its eyes in fear and roared in despair. 

At this moment, the dark sky was suddenly lit up by orange flames. At the same time, the ape realized 

that the order Yu Huang had forced into its mind had also disappeared. 

Chapter 804: Looks Weak, But Is Actually The King 

 

After its body was freed, the ape immediately turned around and ran quickly. The One-Eyed Wolf’s 

meteor hammer didn’t hit its back or head, but it smashed its thick legs to the ground and its bones 

shattered on the spot. 

“Roar!” The ape let out a pained howl. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast sensed the appearance of another unfamiliar and domineering aura. It 

immediately lost interest in the ape and suddenly raised its head to look at the place where the red light 

was released. It saw a monster with a pair of burning wings on its back fly out of the forest. The monster 

had a head of shiny black hair, a strange face (Yu Huang’s beautiful face), and a short and weak body (Yu 

Huang’s slender and sexy waist). There was also a longbow that was taller than her on her back. 

To the One-Eyed Wolf Beast, which had never seen a human before, Yu Huang was really the weakest 

demon beast it had ever seen. 

She was even weaker than the useless ape in front of it. 

However, although the monster looked weak and small, the energy released from her body was 

abnormally powerful. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast stared at Yu Huang warily and puzzledly. It was very curious as to what kind of 

monster this was and why it had never seen it before. However, no matter what kind of monster she 

was, she took the initiative to barge into its territory and issued a provocation at it. The One-Eyed Wolf 

Beast definitely wouldn’t let Yu Huang leave! 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast stomped its six thick legs on the ground one after another, and countless 

sharp spikes appeared around its body again. “Meow!” The One-Eyed Wolf Beast cried out aggressively, 

and its powerful demonic power was activated, causing the surrounding grass and trees to quiver. 

It snorted and the thorns on its body flew out again, forming a hammer that was even larger and more 

powerful than before. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast roared, and the hammer smashed towards Yu Huang with a powerful aura. 

The power of that hammer was comparable to that of a peak late-stage Supreme Master. 

Yu Huang didn’t dare to underestimate it at all. A hoe appeared in her right hand. 

The hoe was filled with traces of use. It was the hoe that the Holy Spirit Academy had given them to 

mine the Black Spirit Stone mine. 



Although this weapon was shabby, when Yu Huang raised the hoe, her delicate and fair arm was actually 

wrapped in an incomparably powerful energy fluctuation. After that spiritual energy poured into the 

hoe, the hoe actually erupted with a power that didn’t belong to the One-Eyed Wolf Beast! 

The expression on Yu Huang’s face suddenly became stern as she shouted loudly, “Cloud Tearing!” 

Just as the One-Eyed Wolf Beast’s meteor hammer was about to reach Yu Huang, she finally put down 

the hammer in her hand. 

When the first hammer landed on the meteor hammer, the One-Eyed Wolf’s meteor hammer only 

paused for a moment before continuing to approach Yu Huang. When the One-Eyed Wolf saw that its 

energy had suppressed Yu Huang’s attack, it couldn’t help but laugh and think to itself, “As expected of a 

weak little monster.” 

However, immediately after, Yu Huang quickly raised the hoe and swung the hammer the second time. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast immediately sensed that the energy of Yu Huang’s second hammer was 

actually stronger than that of the first hammer. 

When this hammer smashed down, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast’s meteor hammer clearly swayed, and it 

was actually unable to approach Yu Huang anymore. 

At this moment, Yu Huang raised the hoe again and smashed it towards the meteor hammer! 

This time, not only did the meteor hammer shake violently, but it also retreated weakly. 

Seeing this, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast immediately had a bad feeling. 

Why was this monster’s attack getting stronger and stronger? 

Yu Huang saw that the One-Eyed Wolf Beast’s one eye was filled with disbelief. The corners of her lips 

curled up slightly, and she slowly raised the iron hammer in her hand again. When she raised the iron 

hammer, the energy spread in all directions. The dark clouds that enveloped the sky seemed to have 

been stirred by an invisible hand, and they actually moved one after another. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast looked up at the sky and saw the changes in the dark clouds. Its gaze instantly 

became serious. 

This monster’s combat strength seemed to far exceed its expectations. 

Its beast nature told the One-Eyed Wolf Beast that it was no match for Yu Huang. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast had always been a demon beast with strong mobility. Realizing that it could 

not defeat Yu Huang, it turned around and ran into the distance. 

Forget it. He would give this land that it had worked so hard to build to Yu Huang. 

But did Yu Huang fancy this desolate land? 

No, she liked the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. 

Yu Huang smiled. After all her spiritual power was poured into the hammer, she heavily smashed down 

the last hammer. The power of this hammer directly tore through the clouds and opened a hole in the 



entire sky. The hammer landed on the One-Eyed Wolf. That powerful energy chased after the One-Eyed 

Wolf and shattered its meteor hammer on the spot. It even struck the One-Eyed Wolf to the ground! 

This was the first time Yu Huang had used its true power since she successfully created the ‘Cloud 

Tearing Technique’ cultivation technique. 

She didn’t expect the Cloud Tearing Technique to have such powerful combat strength. 

The power of Yu Huang’s Cloud Tearing Technique was much stronger than that of the Blazing Moon 

Art. 

The ape sat on the ground and hugged its broken legs. When it saw this, it was stunned. 

Seeing Yu Huang walk towards the One-Eyed Wolf Beast step by step, the ape instantly looked at her 

back with respect. 

Although this monster looked weak, her combat strength was really too strong. 

Yu Huang walked in front of the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. Seeing that the One-Eyed Wolf Beast was still 

alive and had only temporarily lost its combat strength, she ignored the One-Eyed Wolf Beast’s 

objections and forcefully took its first drop of blood to form a Blood Pact with it. “Don’t worry, I won’t 

kill you. I’ll let you guys go after I borrow you guys for an experiment.” 

Yu Huang planned to capture all the demon beasts on this plate. She wanted to see if there was a 

demon beast that could leave this sealed plate. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast glared fiercely at Yu Huang before being tied up by Yu Huang and thrown into 

the storage device. 

After collecting a One-Eyed Wolf Beast, Yu Huang decided to go to the lake and swamp where the 

Terrestrial Alligator lived. The ape also changed into the blue dress and followed Yu Huang without 

complaints. They set off for another destination. 

The ape touched the soft fabric on its body and looked at Yu Huang’s side profile in awe. It thought to 

itself, “Although I have to be used as bait by this little monster, it’s not that bad since I have a beautiful 

dress to wear every day.” 

When Yu Huang saw the ape’s strange expression, she frowned and said coldly, “If you look at me again, 

I’ll dig out your eyes.” As she spoke, she even made a digging gesture. 

This time, the ape understood Yu Huang’s meaning. It hurriedly lowered its head and used its hand to 

pinch the flowery dress while cursing something that Yu Huang didn’t understand. 

Chapter 805: Xiao Shu Is Unreliable 

 

Yu Huang tied a sachet on her belt. The sachet contained the blood of a One-Eyed Wolf Beast. On the 

way to the swamp with the ape, they encountered many strange-looking little demon beasts. However, 

when these little demon beasts smelled the blood of the One-Eyed Wolf Beast, they knew that Yu Huang 



had successfully killed or defeated a powerful One-Eyed Wolf Beast. They actually avoided her and 

didn’t dare to provoke her. 

Yu Huang didn’t take those little demon beasts seriously. 

They walked south for a while before walking out of the endless grassland and arriving at a swamp. The 

swamp was very wide, and when the wind blew, the reeds swayed and startled a group of resting birds. 

Yu Huang stared at the birds that were fleeing in the sky and thought to herself that there must be many 

bird eggs hidden in the reeds. 

Just as she had this thought, the ape beside her strode towards the reeds and laid among them. It 

reached out and took out a pile of fist-sized bird eggs. When Yu Huang saw the bird eggs, she had 

already thought of a way to eat them. 

Salted duck egg, century egg, salted egg, fried egg, and steamed eggâ€¦ 

Just as this thought flashed through her mind, Yu Huang heard the ape cry out in alarm. 

Yu Huang raised her head and looked towards the reeds. She saw that the ape’s calf had sunk into the 

swamp mud. This was the first time it had come to the swamp, so it had no idea about the 

characteristics of the swamp. Its body was suddenly pulled down by the soft mud. The confused ape was 

so frightened that it panicked and flailed about. 

The ape shouted, “Roar!” 

The mud here ate creatures! 

The more the ape struggled, the faster it sank. Soon, its legs completely sank into the mud, leaving only 

its chest, head, and the bird egg in its arms. 

The ape looked at Yu Huang helplessly and roared at her. 

Yu Huang guessed that it was begging for mercy. 

Yu Huang couldn’t help but think to herself, “How did such a stupid ape live to this age?” 

Yu Huang shook her head. Only then did she take off the bow on her back and hand the bow to the ape. 

The ape held the bow in one hand and climbed up forcefully. With the other hand, it actually wanted to 

pick up the bird egg. Yu Huang was rendered speechless by it’s greedy actions. 

She suddenly retracted her bow and stood on the land with it in her arms while looking at it with 

interest. 

When the ape saw that Yu Huang had actually mercilessly retracted her bow, it instantly felt despair. 

“Roar!” It picked up the bird egg and threw it at Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang grabbed the bird egg. Seeing that the eggshell was relatively clean, she lowered her head and 

sniffed the bird egg. Unexpectedly, the bird egg actually emitted a rich meaty fragrance, and it 

contained a very pure demonic power. This was the cleanest energy egg without any side effects! 

She could get more of this thing since eating it could increase her spiritual power. 



“Roar!” The ape realized that Yu Huang was its only choice to be saved. It let out a gentle and plaintive 

cry at Yu Huang, hoping that she would be soft-hearted for once. 

Yu Huang didn’t really leave it in the lurch. She just couldn’t stand the ape’s greedy personality. 

Yu Huang extended her bow again and placed it in front of the ape. 

This time, the ape learned its lesson and stopped picking up the bird eggs. It hurriedly hugged the bow 

tightly with both hands and used all its strength to climb up the mud. However, the more it climbed, the 

deeper it sank. After all, it was a huge ape that weighed more than 300 pounds. 

Seeing this, Yu Huang growled, “Lie down and don’t move!” 

The ape was stunned by Yu Huang’s roar and didn’t dare to make a sound. It laid motionless in the mud 

and cooperated with Yu Huang. Yu Huang circulated her spiritual power and forcefully pried open the 

bow. She successfully pulled out the ape from the mud. She bent the bow and threw the ape into the 

sky. The ape landed on the land behind Yu Huang in a parabola. 

The ape’s blue dress was covered in mud, and the long hair on its legs was stuck together by the mud. Its 

dirty appearance made people despise it.z 

Yu Huang held the map and turned around to look at the mountains behind her. She saw that this 

mountain was somewhat similar to the mountain where the Terrestrial Alligator lived on the map, and 

she revealed a puzzled expression. According to Xiao Shu’s map, Terrestrial Alligators lived in a wide 

lake. 

However, what appeared in front of Yu Huang wasn’t a lake, but a swamp. 

Could it be that after ten thousand years, the inland lake had already become a swamp? 

It wasn’t impossible. 

Yu Huang immediately activated her psychic energy and carefully sensed the environment in front of 

her. She discovered that at the end of this reed field, there was indeed a small lake. 

After ten thousand years, the large lake that occupied a third of the plate had already degenerated into 

a small lake with a diameter of less than ten kilometers. Yu Huang put away the map and turned around 

to say to the ape, “Let’s go!” She stuffed the ape into the storage device and spread her phoenix wings 

to fly towards the lake. 

At this moment, Yu Huang didn’t notice that when she rose into the sky, the swamp beneath her 

suddenly moved strangely. 

In one go, she flew to the side of the lake. Only then did Yu Huang land at the end of the reed field. She 

stepped on the reed and sized up the magnificent lake in front of her. She was curious about where the 

Terrestrial Alligator was hiding. 

Although crocodiles were amphibians, they couldn’t stay in the water for long. They had to come out to 

breathe. 

Yu Huang decided to pick up eggs in the reed field while waiting for the crocodile to appear. 



However, even when the sky turned dark, the Terrestrial Alligator didn’t appear. Yu Huang’s interspatial 

ring was about to be filled with bird eggs. Realizing that this wasn’t the way to go, Yu Huang decided to 

lure the snake out of its hole. 

She suddenly flew into the sky and controlled her psychic power to create a huge net. Then, she used 

her spiritual power to attack the reed field below and frightened the birds in the reed field until they 

flew up. At this moment, she hurriedly used her psychic power to imprison the birds and threw them 

into the lake. 

She pulled one end of the huge net and quietly stared at the surface of the lake while waiting for the 

Terrestrial Alligator to come and hunt. 

However, the Terrestrial Alligator still didn’t appear. 

Realizing that this method would not work, Yu Huang was completely helpless. 

Where was this guy hiding? 

At this moment, Yu Huang suddenly discovered that the reeds in front of her suddenly moved without 

any wind. 

There was no wind, and the birds had all been surrounded by her. How could the reeds move? 

Could the alligator be hiding in the reeds? 

Yu Huang immediately flew towards the reeds. When she got closer, she realized that there was nothing 

in the reeds. However, the reeds were still swaying slightly in a rhythm, as ifâ€¦ 

It was like the air vent of a mine blowing the weeds.. 

Yu Huang walked to the swaying weeds and reached out to pull open the reeds. She actually saw a hole 

the size of an adult yak. The mud on the hole would occasionally move. Every time it moved, a gust of 

wind would blow against the reeds. 

Thisâ€¦ 

Yu Huang suddenly had a bold guess. 

Could this hole be the nose of a Terrestrial Alligator?! 

Yu Huang suddenly took a few steps back before flying into the deep sky. She lowered her head to look 

at the reeds below her. After she looked down from the sky, only then did she realize that the wetland 

reeds was actually in the form of a giant crocodile! 

Without knowing the truth, Yu Huang finally understood the meaning of this sentence. 

Yu Huang had never expected the Terrestrial Alligator to grow so big. On the map drawn by Xiao Shu, 

the Terrestrial Alligator was clearly just a small crocodile that looked about the size of a One-Eyed Wolf 

Beast! 

At this moment, the reeds in the southeast corner below suddenly shook violently. When it shook, 

countless birds fled. This scene couldn’t help but remind Yu Huang of the scene she and the ape had 



seen earlier. So, the reason those birds were suddenly frightened was because this land fear crocodile 

had moved. 

This time, the crocodile clearly didn’t just want to move. 

It raised its head and shook its body. Then, its limbs moved slowly. Then, it moved even faster. 

Thus, Yu Huang, who was floating in the sky, saw a huge crocodile with countless reeds on its back 

running towards the lake. It opened its mouth, and a row of thick white teeth emitted a white light 

under the moonlight. 

Bang! 

The Terrestrial Alligator suddenly plunged into the lake and ate the birds that Yu Huang had captured for 

it. 

Seeing this scene, Yu Huang was stunned and cursed inwardly, “Xiao Shu, you misled me again!” 

Chapter 806: New King 

 

The Terrestrial Alligator was the laziest creature in the Kunlun Mystic Realm. They would sleep after 

eating and only wake up when they were hungry. Then, they would continue eating. 

If it ate its fill once, it would sleep for a few years. 

Originally, it wasn’t very hungry, but Yu Huang had caught many birds for it. When it smelled the scent 

of blood, it suddenly felt a little hungry. After the Terrestrial Alligator finished eating the birds, it raised 

its head and glanced at the deep sky where Yu Huang was. Seeing that Yu Huang was as small as an ant 

and that it had to squint its eyes to see her existence, the Terrestrial Alligator instantly lost interest in 

her. 

She was so small that she couldn’t even fill the gaps between its teeth. 

The Terrestrial Alligator wasn’t interested in anything that wasn’t delicious. 

Although it didn’t know what kind of demon beast Yu Huang was, on the account that she had taken the 

initiative to capture the birds for it, the Terrestrial Alligator decided not to lower itself to her level. It 

stood in the swamp and shook its body before shaking all the bird eggs on its body into the soft mud. It 

would treat it as a thank you gift to Yu Huang. 

After shaking off all the bird eggs, the crocodile changed its position and continued to sleep. 

Yu Huang stared at the birds’ eggs all over the ground and then at the sleeping Terrestrial Alligator. For a 

moment, she was caught between laughter and tears. 

This guy was really… 

How polite. 



Although the Terrestrial Alligator wasn’t angry and didn’t even release any demonic power, Yu Huang 

could still sense how terrifying this thing was. This Terrestrial Alligator was probably the oldest demon 

beast on this continent. Perhaps the Terrestrial Alligator Xiao Shu had seen back then was this fellow. 

Yu Huang knew her strength very well. With her current strength, she might be able to protect herself in 

front of the Terrestrial Alligator, but she couldn’t defeat it. Since that was the case, she couldn’t waste 

time. 

After weighing the pros and cons, Yu Huang put away all the bird eggs. Then, she cupped her fists at the 

Terrestrial Alligator and walked towards the mountain peak where the Black Shark Birds lived. 

She had to catch another Black Shark Bird and go to the seaside to try them one by one to see if there 

were any demon beasts that could fly across that sea. Yu Huang arrived at the cliff where she was saved 

by Xiao Shu that day and was somewhat surprised to see a few more corpses of adult Black Shark Birds 

at the cliff. 

At night, she flew to the top of the mountain and saw a group of baby birds playing on the lawn by the 

cliff. A group of adult magnetic black shark birds stood solemnly beside the babies and protected them. 

Because the cubs had personally witnessed their father being snatched away by a strange-looking 

demon beast, the black shark birds were very guarded. At night, almost none the bird fathers could 

sleep and they had to take care of the children by the cliff. 

Yu Huang was somewhat worried when she saw that the black shark birds were heavily guarded. 

She had to think of a way to separate these guys. 

Noticing that there was another steep mountain peak on the other side of the cliff, Yu Huang had an 

idea. Yu Huang quietly arrived at the opposite mountain peak. She summoned Xuan Yu and gestured for 

it to transform into a slingshot weapon. Xuan Yu immediately transformed into a red slingshot and stood 

between two towering trees. 

Then, Yu Huang summoned the ape and picked it up. She pressed it against the slingshot and pulled 

hard, sending the ape flying. 

“Roar!” 

The ape was like a cannonball as it charged towards the cliff peak where the black shark birds lived. 

“Hiss!” Enemy attack! 

When the black shark bird mothers saw that an enemy was attacking, they immediately called their 

friends and flew towards the place where the ape had landed. When the bird fathers standing by the 

cliff and taking care of their children knew that an enemy was attacking, they hurriedly formed a circle 

and protected the cubs in the middle. 

At that moment, a red flame rose from the cliff. 

Black Shark Birds were innately afraid of flames. The moment they saw the monstrous flames, the bird 

fathers subconsciously threw the children into the cave behind them and attacked Yu Huang together. 

Yu Huang had long heard about the social structure of the Black Shark Bird Race from Xiao Shu. These 



male birds looked powerful, but in fact, they were all paper tigers. They had strong bodies, but they 

didn’t have sharp teeth. 

Therefore, they weren’t good at fighting at all. 

Yu Huang drew the Aofeng Bow and shot the Xuan Yu Arrow towards the middle of the bird group. Xuan 

Yu landed in the opponent’s camp and immediately ignited the weeds and trees in the Black Shark Birds’ 

residential area. 

When the bird fathers saw the flames that filled the sky, they were so frightened that they wanted to 

escape. 

At this moment, Yu Huang took advantage of the chaos to land on the back of a Black Shark Bird. No 

matter how the Black Shark Bird struggled to turn around, she still clamped onto its back tightly and 

straightened her upper body. She invaded its mind with her psychic power and forcefully formed a 

contract with it. 

When Yu Huang’s psychic tentacles successfully connected with the nerves of the Black Shark Bird’s 

father, the Black Shark Bird’s father immediately stopped struggling and carried her towards the distant 

coast according to Yu Huang’s orders. 

Yu Huang sat on Bird Father’s back and turned around to look at the ape being chased and bitten by the 

black sharks. 

Seeing that the stupid ape was injured all over by a few bird mothers and was howling in pain, she 

gritted her teeth and put the bird father into the storage device. Then, she carried Ao Feng and returned 

to the birds alone. 

When the ape saw that Yu Huang had actually returned and was clearly here to save it, it suddenly 

looked hopeful. 

Yu Huang spread her phoenix wings and sprinkled countless Purifying Evil Phoenix Flames on the black 

shark birds. The mountaintop where the black shark birds lived instantly turned into a sea of fire. Seeing 

this, the bird mothers couldn’t care less about chasing after the ape. They all ran back to save their 

babies. 

Only a few female birds that had yet to give birth were still pursuing the ape and Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang immediately summoned the nine-tailed fox. 

“Nine Tails Appear, Heaven and Earth Collapse!” 

Countless bolts of lightning were grabbed by Yu Huang and mercilessly thrown at the female birds. 

The female birds were trapped by the flames and lightning and were momentarily unable to escape. 

They could only watch helplessly as Yu Huang carried the ape and jumped down the cliff. 

The two of them landed on the ground. Yu Huang carried the ape and ran all the way to the foot of the 

opposite mountain. Seeing the black shark birds chasing after her, she suddenly put the ape down and 

personally crushed the Blood Pact between her and the ape. 



When the Blood Pact broke, the ape immediately sensed that it had regained control of its body. 

It looked at Yu Huang thoughtfully and didn’t speak. 

Yu Huang glanced at the approaching black shark bird and said, “Their target is me. I will lure them 

away. Stupid ape, hide here and don’t move.” As she spoke, Yu Huang threw the ape into a thorny 

forest. She took the initiative to fly into the forest. She deliberately spread her gorgeous flame wings as 

she flew towards the coast. 

After the black shark birds noticed Yu Huang’s tracks, they really chased after her. 

The ape climbed out of the thorny forest. It looked in the direction where Yu Huang had disappeared in 

awe. Suddenly, it hammered its chest and let out a special cry that no one had ever heard before. 

“Roar!” 

It was summoning its family. 

Everyone knew that the apes had sulfuric acid hidden in their bodies. They were the most unpalatable 

and had the weakest combat strength. However, it was precisely because of this that they were the 

demon beasts with the most stock on this continent. 

To what extent? 

To the extent that their kind lived on every mountain! 

The clansmen who heard the summon of the ape climbed to the top of the mountain where they were 

at the same time. They hammered their chests hard and called out to every ape on the plate in the 

distance. 

For a moment, the entire continent was filled with the shouts of the apes. 

Even the sleeping Terrestrial Alligator in the distance heard the apes’ shouts. When it heard the shouts, 

it suddenly opened its eyes and stared blankly at the distant lake. 

It recalled the past from many years ago. 

At that time, the Kunlun Divine Master had reincarnated many demon beasts onto this continent. 

Among them were naturally powerful super demon beasts like it, and there were also greedy demon 

beasts like the parasitic crab. However, among the many demon beasts, only the ancient apes were the 

only demon beasts that weren’t good at fighting but had survived until now. 

Because their combat strength had never been reflected in their demonic power and physical strength, 

but in their brains. 

Their evolving brains were their most precious weapon. 

When an ancient ape awakened its wisdom, it would awaken wisdom for the entire race. 

And they, who had super intelligence, would replace the other experts and become the new kings of the 

plate. 



The Terrestrial Alligator had lived for more than ten thousand years. It didn’t expect that it would live to 

witness the day when the ancient ape race awakened their wisdom. 

Chapter 807: Language Barrier 

 

When the ancient ape awakened its intelligence, this Kunlun Mystic Realm would welcome new life. 

Yu Huang ran towards the coast. She glanced at the group of Black Shark Birds behind her and realized 

that it was impossible for her to escape from the pursuit of the birds. She had no choice but to take out 

the spatial bomb that Lin Jiansheng had given her back then. This spatial bomb was very precious. It was 

an eighth-grade spirit artifact. Even Lin Jiansheng only had two to three of such good things. 

Therefore, Yu Huang had always cherished it. 

However, no matter how precious this thing was, it wasn’t as precious as Yu Huang’s life. Therefore, she 

used this bomb without hesitation. 

She threw the spatial bomb in front of her, and an ear-piercing bang erupted. Then, the ground shook, 

and a distorted crack suddenly appeared in the space in front of Yu Huang. Just as the Black Shark Bird 

leader’s sharp claws were about to grab Yu Huang’s clothes, Yu Huang suddenly jumped into the spatial 

crack. 

The Black Shark Bird subconsciously followed it in. Then, just as its two sharp and powerful claws 

reached into the spatial rift, they were minced by the chaotic and overbearing space-time energy in the 

spatial rift. 

“Ugh!” The Black Shark Bird let out a painful roar and watched helplessly as the culprit entered the 

spatial rift and escaped. It then watched as the spatial rift closed. It lowered its eyes and glanced at its 

mangled claws before letting out a shrill and resentful cry again! 

“Hiss!!!” The Black Shark Bird’s cry was very long and filled with hatred and killing intent. 

The demon beasts in the forest below also heard the Black Shark Bird’s cry. It was swearing that it would 

tear apart that long-haired monster with only two legs! 

After Yu Huang entered the spatial rift, she tried to locate the exit of the spatial rift on another plate, 

but the spatial rift didn’t react at all. Yu Huang was trapped in a chaotic and dark space-time. She 

realized that even a spatial bomb was unable to explode the energy contained in the sea. She could only 

take a step back and set the exit of the spatial rift on the shore. 

This time, a beam of light appeared in the dark space. Yu Huang raised her head and saw a dazzling 

circular passageway. 

She immediately covered her eyes and jumped out of the passageway. 

Yu Huang landed on the shore while kneeling. She turned around and looked at the endless sea in front 

of her. She secretly wiped the sweat off her forehead and bowed to wash her disheveled face before 

releasing the demon beasts in her storage device. 



One-Eyed Wolf Beast, One-Armed Ape Man, King Striped Tiger, Rainbow Peacock, Titan Python… 

The strange-looking demon beasts gathered by the shore. They were very far away from each other, but 

they all stared at the weak long-legged monster by the sea with fear. 

Yu Huang finally spoke. 

She pointed at the sea in front of her and said, “Who can fly across this sea?” 

Those demon beasts heard Yu Huang say, “$%@#?” 

They didn’t understand a single word. 

When Yu Huang saw that the demon beasts were all very stunned, she realized that these fellows didn’t 

understand her language at all. Only then did she understand that she was just wasting her breath. 

But it didn’t matter. The language barrier could be bypassed through gestures. 

Without another word, Yu Huang pulled up the demon beast with four wings closest to her and threw it 

towards the sea! 

Seeing this, the pupils of the other demon beasts suddenly dilated, and they actually revealed terrified 

and terrified gazes. Their expressions were even more nervous and uneasy than when they saw their 

natural enemy. As for the bird that Yu Huang had thrown into the sky, it even let out a cry that made Yu 

Huang’s heart palpitate. 

Yu Huang narrowed her eyes and looked at the bird. 

After the bird was thrown into the sky by her, it subconsciously wanted to fly back towards the coast. Yu 

Huang frowned and gave the bird an order to continue forward in her mind. The bird realized that its 

wings were completely out of its control. 

The four-winged bird flapped its wings and flew towards the sea while screaming. It had only flown 

forward for more than a hundred meters when it was pulled into the sea by a mysterious force. The 

hungry sea rabbit seemed to have expected this scene. Before the bird landed in the sea, it jumped up 

and opened its wart-covered tentacles to swallow the bird. 

Following that, a black fog appeared around the bird and the sea rabbit. After about three to four 

seconds, the long ears on the sea rabbit’s head swayed. A white skull was thrown to the shore by the 

sea rabbit and landed in front of Yu Huang’s shoes. 

Yu Huang lowered her eyes and looked at the bird skeleton that was eaten until there wasn’t a single 

piece of meat left. She turned around and said to the demon beasts beside her, “Do you understand?” 

This time, even if the demon beasts didn’t understand what Yu Huang was saying, they understood what 

she meant. 

The demon beasts subconsciously took a step back to get away from the sea. 

Almost all the demon beasts living on this plate knew that the sea at the end of the plate was the most 

terrifying existence in this world. There was a strange force in the sea that would pull every demon 

beast that wanted to cross the sea into the sea and become food for the sea rabbits. 



Apart from the Black Shark Bird, no demon beast could cross the wide sea. 

On this plate, to frighten children, the demon beasts would always say to them, “If you’re disobedient 

again, I’ll throw you into the sea.” 

From their infancy, these demon beasts knew that the sea at the end of the plate was a hell that they 

couldn’t approach. 

Trying to cross the sea was meant death. After they died, they would even be eaten by the sea rabbits. 

Realizing that Yu Huang was forcing them to cross the sea, how could these demon beasts be willing to 

do it? 

Among the demon beasts, there stood a colorful peacock with gorgeous feathers. When it saw the fate 

of the four-winged bird just now, it looked at the demon beasts beside it and noticed that most of the 

other demon beasts were land demon beasts, and it was the most beautiful and noble one among the 

few flying demon beasts. It had a feeling that this two-legged monster might use it as an experiment 

next. 

The Rainbow Peacock was proud of its appearance in the past, but resented it now. 

Why did it have to be so beautiful and noble?! 

At this moment, Yu Huang’s gaze shifted towards the demon beasts. 

When the Rainbow Peacock met Yu Huang’s dignified phoenix eyes, it could feel a powerful bloodline 

suppression from her aura. Although it didn’t know what Yu Huang was, it instinctively felt fear. Seeing 

that Yu Huang was staring at it, the Rainbow Peacock was so frightened that it staggered back a step. 

Then, it actually peed itself in front of the beasts. 

Immediately, a stench wafted along the coast. 

Yu Huang was speechless. 

Did it think she would let it off just because it peed itself? 

Yu Huang, who originally had no intention of using it as a test, despised the stench. She grabbed its 

wings and mercilessly threw it into the sky above the sea. 

“Ahhh!” The peacock wailed as it was pulled into the sea by that mysterious force. 

Seeing this, Yu Huang frowned, and her expression instantly turned ugly. 

Chapter 808: Living More and More Like A Person 

 

Although that peacock was timid, it was the largest, most beautiful, and had the highest cultivation level 

among this group of flying demon beasts. Even it didn’t successfully cross the sea. This made Yu Huang 

feel unhappy. Yu Huang swept her gaze towards the group of demon beasts again. 

At this moment, the demon beasts suddenly retreated a large distance in tacit understanding. Then, 

they all looked at the Black Shark Bird. 



The Black Shark Bird shuddered and quietly buried its head in its wings. 

Yu Huang noticed the attitude of the other demon beasts and realized that there was a high chance that 

the Black Shark Bird could cross the sea. Yu Huang gave the Black Shark Bird an order to cross the sea. 

After the Black Shark Bird received Yu Huang’s order, it was extremely unwilling, but its body spread its 

wings uncontrollably. Then, it flew up while trembling and flew towards the sky. 

Their Black Shark Birds could indeed cross the sea, regardless of gender. 

However, because male Black Shark Birds were weak in combat and were lowly in the clan, their job was 

to watch over the shelter and take care of the children. And the ones crossing the sea were often male 

and female Black Shark Birds. 

However, when they were still teenage Black Shark Birds, they had crossed the sea with their parents. 

Therefore, even though the Black Shark Bird was thrown into the deep sky by Yu Huang and was a little 

nervous, it wasn’t as afraid as the other demon beasts. It knew that it could successfully cross the sea 

and wouldn’t be restricted by that energy. 

However… 

When the male Black Shark Bird spread its wings and flew deep into the sea, it realized that its wings 

were restricted by a strange and mysterious force. Slowly, it realized that it couldn’t fly anymore. The 

force suddenly pulled it into the sea. The male Black Shark Bird fell into the sea and became the sea 

rabbit’s meal. 

Seeing this scene, the other demon beasts revealed stunned expressions. 

This Black Shark Bird was actually unable to cross the sea! 

How… how was this possible?! 

Although the Black Shark Birds had evolved from omnivorous demon beasts to carnivorous demon 

beasts over the years, their favorite food was still delicious grains. Therefore, every spring, adult Black 

Shark Birds and sub-adult Black Shark Birds would fly out of this sea for thousands of miles to find other 

food species to bring back and sow. 

Every time the weather was warm, the demon beasts could always see groups of Black Shark Birds flying 

towards the other side of the sea and flying back with their seeds. 

However, this Black Shark Bird actually fell into the sea! 

Why was that? 

When Yu Huang saw the Black Shark Bird fall into the sea and get mercilessly eaten by the sea rabbit, 

her expression instantly became gloomy. She looked at the other demon beasts and saw the confusion 

and surprise in their eyes. She knew that even these local demon beasts probably felt that it was very 

strange. 

From the looks of it, the Black Shark Birds could cross the sea in the past. It was just that for some 

reason, they had lost the ability to cross the sea. 



In her anger, Yu Huang wished she could throw all the demon beasts out and test them one by one. But 

when she saw the innocent and afraid gazes of those demon beasts, she suddenly give up on this 

thought. 

Forget it. 

In the end, Yu Huang walked towards the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. 

She decided to use the One-Eyed Wolf Beast for another experiment. 

When the One-Eyed Wolf Beast saw Yu Huang walking towards it, its huge body actually trembled. It let 

out a meow to curry favor, but it was still mercilessly thrown into the sky by Yu Huang. Realizing that it 

was useless to curry favor, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast instantly revealed its true form and cursed at Yu 

Huang. 

Just like the Black Shark Bird and the others, the One-Eyed Wolf Beast couldn’t resist the special energy 

and was pulled into the deep sea. 

The sea rabbit suddenly flew up and opened its disgusting tentacles to catch the One-Eyed Wolf Beast. 

However, at this moment, Yu Huang suddenly pulled back the bow and pierced the sea rabbit’s mouth 

with the Black Feather Arrow. 

The sea rabbit whimpered and hid back in the sea. 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast fell into the sea and was dragged back to the shallow sea by Yu Huang. Yu 

Huang saw that the sea rabbit was seriously injured and bleeding all over. She suddenly swam towards 

the sea rabbit and pulled its ears towards the shallow sea. 

After dragging the sea rabbit ashore, Yu Huang said to the trembling One-Eyed Wolf Beast, “Let’s go.” 

The One-Eyed Wolf Beast looked at Yu Huang timidly before turning around and running. 

Then, Yu Huang chased away the other demon beasts. 

She sat alone on the shore and stared at the disgusting appearance of the sea rabbit spitting out 

tentacles as it died. She opened Xiao Shu’s map again and stared at the dissection map of the sea rabbit 

for a moment. Then, she picked up the dagger and dissected the stomach of the sea rabbit. She took out 

the heart and thigh of the sea rabbit and set up a fire to roast it. 

The fragrance drifted into the distant forest with the wind. The big ape hiding in the forest really 

couldn’t resist the temptation of this fragrance. It walked out nervously and approached Yu Huang. 

Hearing the familiar footsteps, Yu Huang was somewhat surprised. 

She turned around and saw the big ape in a dirty dress. She smiled at it. “Stupid ape, you’re quite 

tough.” 

Seeing that Yu Huang didn’t despise it, the big ape carefully squatted down beside Yu Huang and 

drooled at the fragrant roasted meat. It was very afraid of fire, but after hesitating for a while, it still 

boldly extended its hand towards the ball of flames. 



“Roar!” The fur on its fingers was burned by the flames. When it felt the burning pain, the big ape 

snorted and looked at Yu Huang awkwardly. Seeing that Yu Huang wasn’t angry, the big ape boldly 

touched the flames again. After touching it a few more times, it realized that the flames weren’t as 

terrifying as it imagined. The big ape suddenly grinned. 

Yu Huang tore off a piece of meat from her leg and handed it to the big ape. “Eat, stupid ape. When I 

leave, you won’t have anything to eat.” 

The big ape hurriedly grabbed the meat. Afraid that Yu Huang would snatch it, it picked up the piece of 

meat and stuffed it into its mouth. 

It stomped its feet and roared from the pain of being burned, but refused to spit out the meat in its 

mouth. 

When Yu Huang saw its comical and gluttonous appearance, she scolded jokingly, “Idiot!” 

Yu Huang didn’t know when she would be able to cross this sea, so she simply took things as they came 

and stayed by the shore. Since she wanted to stay, she had to build a house. 

Yu Huang went to the forest to cut trees. The big ape observed her for a long time and actually learned 

how to cut trees. 

Yu Huang used trees to make a simple wooden house by the coast. The big ape helped her carry the 

trees back from the forest and helped her build a house. After the house was built, the big ape had 

already learned many living skills. The house wasn’t big. There was only a small room for eating and a 

room for sleeping. 

At night, Yu Huang slept in her room while the big ape slept on the floor of the dining room. 

During the day, Yu Huang went to fight the sea rabbit. The big ape followed suit and lived like a human. 

Just like that, Yu Huang spent two months on this plate. That night, Yu Huang asked the big ape to bring 

over a pile of firewood and built a bonfire to roast sea rabbits and bird eggs to eat. She looked at the sea 

in front of her and muttered to the big ape— 

“On the other side of the sea, there is my lover and my friends. I want to look for them.” On this plate, 

there was only Yu Huang alone. Yu Huang felt a little lonely. 
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“But I can’t cross this sea.” Yu Huang threw a wooden stick into the sea. The seawater slapped the 

wooden stick and swept it to the shore. 

She said, “I miss my friends very much.” If it wasn’t for the big ape accompanying her every day, Yu 

Huang would have had the feeling that she had returned to the Doomsday World. 

Yu Huang stared at the wet wooden stick and mocked herself. “I’m like this wooden stick. I’ve been 

swept back to this continent by that strange force over and over again.” Yu Huang patted the big ape’s 

shoulder heavily and said, “Stupid ape, if you can help me leave this damn place, I’ll be your friend.” 



Seeing that the big ape was frowning and seemed to be somewhat puzzled, Yu Huang specifically 

repeated, “Friend.” Yu Huang raised her right hand and placed her palm facing the big ape. 

The big ape stared at Yu Huang’s palm for a moment before raising its hand and pressing it against Yu 

Huang’s. 

Just as Yu Huang was about to retract her hand, she heard the big ape say, “Fre.. ay.” 

Even though the last syllable was pronounced wrongly, the big ape was indeed saying ‘friend’. 

Yu Huang’s eyes widened as she stared at the ape in shock. “You’re imitating me?” Yu Huang suddenly 

felt happy. She smiled and said again, “Friend.” 

The ape pronounced it more accurately this time. “Friend.” 

“That’s right!” 

That night, Yu Huang taught the big ape many things. It was difficult, but it still learned very attentively. 

The next day, Yu Huang ate some birds and sat cross-legged in front of the wooden house to absorb the 

demonic power. She ended her meditation and realized that the big ape was also sitting beside her and 

pretending to meditate. She suddenly became interested and said to the big ape, “We’ve known each 

other for a long time. Let me teach you some knowledge.” 

From that day onwards, Yu Huang began to teach the big ape how to preserve fire seeds, how to drill 

wood for fire, and how to sow seeds. She even taught it how to handle food. She also taught it how to 

use clay to make bowls and pots and use iron ore to forge stir-frying pots. 

Just like that, Yu Huang and the big ape lived together for another half a year. 

In the past six months, the big ape had basically learned how to survive. It could even use a special 

cotton tree in the forest to make clothes. It was wearing a short shirt, an especially wide pair of pants, 

and straw shoes. 

Now, be it walking or doing things, the big ape was more like a human. 

“Yu Huang, it’s time to eat shells!” The big ape made a pot of shells with some plant spices and went 

into the house to call Yu Huang to eat. 

Realizing that Yu Huang was still meditating, the big ape knew that it couldn’t disturb her, so it ate 

something and ran into the forest to take a piss before returning to the coast. 

On the shore, there was a small wooden boat. It was a small wooden boat made of wood that Yu Huang 

had been bored with a few days ago. Yu Huang thought that since she couldn’t fly across the sea, she 

might be able to successfully cross the sea in the most traditional way, so she spent half a day building a 

small wooden boat. However, that small wooden boat could only be used in the shallow sea. Once she 

left the shallow sea, she would be struck back to the shore by strange waves. 

After the method of taking the boat out to sea was declared a failure, Yu Huang completely stopped 

thinking about those miscellaneous things. 

She was prepared to live on this continent for three years and then leave. 



The big ape had seen Yu Huang prop the boat before. It knew that there was a kind of rabbit in the sea 

that was especially delicious, but Yu Huang had rarely hunted that kind of rabbit recently. The big ape 

was really hungry. It turned around and looked at the wooden house behind it. Seeing that Yu Huang 

had yet to move, it decided to go out to sea to try its luck. 

The big ape picked up the paddle and pushed the boat to the surface. It began to look for traces of sea 

rabbits in the clear seawater. 

The boat moved forward on the sea for a distance. The big ape hadn’t found traces of the sea rabbit, so 

it continued to investigate. Finally, it saw traces of the sea rabbit. The big ape hurriedly waved the 

paddle and chased in the direction of the sea rabbit. 

When Yu Huang finished her cultivation and walked out of the wooden house, she was stunned when 

she saw a pot of cold shells. 

“Stupid ape?” Where had it gone? 

Yu Huang didn’t find the stupid ape, so she scooped a bowl of shells and ate it herself. After eating, she 

flew back to the forest to challenge the powerful One-Eyed Wolf Beast. This time, she chose a One-Eyed 

Wolf Beast with extremely powerful demonic power and was about the level of a Grand Master. Yu 

Huang fought a bloody battle with it, and only returned with injuries all over her body when it was 

almost dark. 

When she returned to the small wooden hut, she saw a sea rabbit with its stomach cut open at the door. 

Yu Huang walked towards the big ape that was roasting meat and asked it, “You caught this sea rabbit? 

How did you catch it?” It seemed that this fellow had disappeared early in the morning to catch sea 

rabbits. 

After seven months of interaction, the big ape could already understand Yu Huang’s words. It had also 

learned many words. Now, the big ape and Yu Huang could already communicate briefly. 

The big ape told Yu Huang, “I caught it in the sea.” 

Yu Huang was somewhat shocked. 

Sea rabbits rarely came to the shallow sea area. This was also the reason Yu Huang rarely caught sea 

rabbits recently. Yu Huang asked it again, “Where did you catch them?” 

The big ape pointed at the sea and said, “Very, very far away.” 

Yu Huang looked in the direction the big ape was pointing at. She suddenly stood up and said to the big 

ape, “Eat quickly. After you’re done, bring me to the place where you caught the sea rabbit.” 

“Okay!” 

The big ape had a huge appetite. It finished the sea rabbit’s two legs alone. Then, it supported the boat 

and brought Yu Huang to the sea where it caught the sea rabbit. 

The big ape was very heavy, and the wooden boat was relatively petite. When the big ape sat on it, the 

wooden boat sank into the sea. Fortunately, it could still move forward. 



The big ape waved the paddle with all its might. After traveling in the sea for more than two hours, they 

arrived at the border between the shallow sea and the deep sea. This was the barrier of that energy. Yu 

Huang had encountered this barrier many times, but she was unable to pass through it no matter what. 

Seeing that she was about to approach the barrier, Yu Huang couldn’t help but tense up. She quietly 

stood up and asked the big ape, “Are we not there yet?” 

The big ape wiped the sweat off its forehead and said, “It’s still ahead.” 

Yu Huang’s gaze flickered slightly, but she didn’t say anything. 

Splash! 

The oars rippled the seawater, and the waves splashed down with a pleasant sound. The big ape waved 

the oars again, and the bow actually broke through the barrier and continued forward. Yu Huang 

actually discovered that the mysterious force had lost its effect on her! 

Yu Huang suddenly turned around and stared at the big ape. Her throat tightened. “You…” 

How did it do it? 

The big ape saw that Yu Huang’s expression seemed very strange. It didn’t know what had happened, 

but said, “Sea rabbits jump very fast. It’s still a large distance ahead. However, I’m too heavy, so this 

boat can’t carry us anymore.” The big ape smiled at Yu Huang in embarrassment and said, “Let’s go back 

first and build a larger boat. I’ll bring you to catch sea rabbits.” 

The big ape thought that Yu Huang wanted to eat the sea rabbit meat. It really wanted to catch a few 

more for Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang didn’t say anything. She suddenly extended her phoenix wings and was about to fly up when 

she realized that all the spiritual energy in her body had disappeared after entering the deep sea. 

It seemed that the restrictions of the sea had not disappeared. It was only because she was on the big 

ape’s boat that she could enter freely. 

Yu Huang retracted her wings helplessly and looked at the big ape with a complicated expression before 

nodding. “Alright.” 

After returning to the coast, the next day, Yu Huang and the big ape went into the forest to cut many 

logs and made an even larger wooden boat. The big ape had good stamina and quickly cut down a thick 

tree. Yu Huang saw that it was covered in sweat, so she threw a handkerchief at it. “Hey, stupid ape, 

wipe your sweat.” 

The stupid ape really wiped its sweat. 

Yu Huang stared at the big ape and suddenly said, “Do you want a name?” 

The big ape stopped logging and raised its head. It looked at Yu Huang in confusion and asked, “Name?” 

“Yes, Yu Huang is my name.” 

The big ape said, “Stupid ape is my name.” 



Yu Huang smiled and ended it. “Stupid ape is not your name.” This was an insult, but Yu Huang couldn’t 

let the big ape know. She asked the big ape, “Change your name. Do you have a name you want?” 

Yu Huang thought that the big ape didn’t have any requirements for the name, but the big ape actually 

said, “Kunlun.” 

Yu Huang’s smile instantly froze. 
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“Kunlun.” 

This name truly shocked Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang sat down on the thick tree trunk that had fallen to the ground. She lifted her short shirt and 

wiped the sweat off her face boldly. Only then did she raise her head and stare into the stupid ape’s 

eyes that were looking more and more intelligent. She asked in a nervous voice, “Why do you want this 

name?” 

The stupid ape chuckled and said, “I always hear you mention that old bastard Kunlun. What a nice 

name.” 

Yu Huang had tried many methods to leave the sea, but she had never succeeded. When she was feeling 

frustrated, she had indeed scolded that old bastard Kunlun. 

Upon hearing the stupid ape’s explanation, Yu Huang immediately heaved a sigh of relief. 

She was shocked. She thought that the stupid ape was related to the Kunlun Divine Master. 

After a nod, Yu Huang said, “Then let’s call you this.” 

The stupid ape said again, “Then I’ll be called old bastard Kunlun.” 

Yu Huang looked at the stupid ape and hesitated before saying in a low voice, “Old bastard Kunlun 

sounds bad. Kunlun sounds better.” 

The stupid ape nodded and said innocently, “Then are you called Yu Huang or old bastard Yu Huang?” 

The stupid ape thought that everyone’s name had the phrase old bastard. 

Yu Huang was stunned. Then, she revealed a dumbfounded expression at the stupid ape. She blinked 

again and said, “No, my name is Yu Huang Beauty.” 

This was the first time the stupid ape had heard the word beauty, so it tried its best to remember it. It 

called out to Yu Huang seriously, “Yu Huang Beauty.” 

“Let’s go back and build a ship!” 

“Okay!” 

Yu Huang walked in front with two knives while the stupid ape followed behind with a thick wooden 

stick on its shoulder. The stupid ape scratched its butt with one hand, but Yu Huang caught its disgusting 



action and hurriedly scolded, “You’re not allowed to scratch your butt! Civilized creatures can’t scratch 

their butts in public…” 

The stupid ape nodded solemnly to show that it remembered. It even said seriously, “I have to hide 

when I scratch my butt.” 

Yu Huang was speechless. 

After returning to the shore, the two of them worked together to create a huge raft. Kunlun threw the 

raft into the sea and pushed it to the shallow sea before climbing up itself. It stood on the raft and 

jumped. After confirming that the raft could withstand its weight, it waved at Yu Huang and said, “It’s 

done. Get on the boat.” 

Yu Huang turned around and looked at the wooden house behind her. 

The wooden house had been exposed to the wind and rain for seven months. Although it looked like it 

was about to collapse, Yu Huang suddenly asked Kunlun, “Where will you live after I leave?” 

Kunlun already knew that Yu Huang was going to leave this continent by boat. 

It squatted in the middle of the raft and glanced at Yu Huang. Then, it pointed at the small wooden hut 

and said, “Can I stay in your house?” 

“Sure.” Yu Huang continued, “Let’s leave tonight. I’ll help you repair this house first.” 

Kunlun didn’t understand what repair meant. 

Yu Huang explained again, “It just means rebuilding.” 

This time, Kunlun understood. 

It fixed the raft and repaired the wooden house with Yu Huang. When the moon rose, it sat on the raft 

with Yu Huang and waved the paddle as they headed towards the deep sea. When they were about to 

reach the energy barrier area, Yu Huang was still a little nervous. 

She was worried that she would be unable to pass through again. 

It was only when the raft passed through the invisible barrier that Yu Huang heaved a sigh of relief. She 

sat cross-legged on the raft with a bottle of Green Plum Wine in her right hand. As she drank, she 

listened to the stupid ape sing. 

The stupid ape was humming a song that Yu Huang had never heard before. The tune was very 

unfamiliar, but the tune was sometimes invigorated and sometimes sad. It sounded somewhat similar to 

the sacrificial song of the Holy Spirit Continent. Yu Huang looked at the stupid ape in surprise. She didn’t 

understand why this stupid ape could sing. 

She had never taught the stupid ape how to sing. 

“What song is this?” Yu Huang put down the Green Plum Wine and asked curiously. 

Kunlun was stumped by Yu Huang’s question. 

“Song?” Kunlun still didn’t know what a song was. 



Yu Huang continued, “What was the song you hummed just now?” 

This time, the stupid ape understood. It scratched its head and said in confusion, “I don’t know either. 

When I went out to sea with you and saw the moon in the sky, I suddenly wanted to sing.” 

Yu Huang was instantly interested. “You made it up?” 

The stupid ape chuckled and said, “I suddenly wanted to sing this.” 

“It’s very nice.” Yu Huang rarely heard a song that moved her so much. She said, “Can you teach me?” 

“Sure!” 

The stupid ape hummed again. 

 


